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1.7d Upper Louie Memorial Field
Continued

[Figure 68-75] Upper Louie Memorial Field

1.7e The Pavilion and Former Scout Hut
The pavilion and former scout hut sit in the north west corner of the site, They are both single storey with low massing, the pavilion is flat roofed whilst the
former scout hut is pitched, the pavilion is painted breezeblock and the scout hut a cement panel cladding. The low-massing, use of cladding and masonry
is translated into the new design.

[Figure 76-84] Upper Louie Memorial Field
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1.8 Environment and Local Context:
1.8a Access
Existing: Pedestrian Access is present
for the pavilion, former scout hut and
across the fields. Vehicular access is
available across the field but there is
no paved access.
Proposed: Vehicular and Pedestrian
Access is improved via new paths/
driveway. Wheelchair access will also
be available unlike presently.
1.8b Public Transport
Existing: A covered bus stop sits on the
edge of the field, approximately 95m
from the Pavilion. It features buses to
Oxford City Centre and Abingdon. No
designated cycle routes exist.
Proposed: The application doesn’t
impact public transport. New cycle
parking (24spaces) will be provided.
1.8c Highways and Parking
Existing: The existing pavilion and
scout hut have no parking spaces.
There is currently no vehicular
connection to the pavilion. The existing
pavilion, scout hut and upper field
make use of the car park across the
road on the lower field (approx.13
spaces, but not marked out).
Proposed: We have provided 4 parking
spaces for the new pavilion with
vehicular access. This is in contrast to
the 7spaces allowed in the previous
application. We have reduced the
number of spaces in line with the
community consultation feedback. 2
disabled parking spaces are retained
as per the previous application as are
2 parking spaces. The new pavilion will
continue to make use of the approx. 13
spaces in the car park across the road
in the lower field.

[Figure 85] Contextual Analysis Sketch
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1.8d Surrounding uses
The site is surrounded by the Louie Memorial Playing Fields. To the north
and east of the site sits the Upper field, containing a MUGA (Multi-UseGames-Area), football field, play equipment (and in the future a new skate
park). to the west lies the playing fields of Matthew Arnold School. Between
the site and the School’s fields there is an overgrown bridleway and area of
trees/vegetation. To the south of the pavilion is Arnolds Way, the previously
mentioned car park and the Lower Memorial Field which contains a car
park. None of these uses provide significant issues for the new pavilion. The
new design is constrained by trees/vegetation to the west and the location
of the MUGA.
1.8e Environmental Analysis
Existing: The site has a significant gradient of approximately 1:20, the fall
is towards the north (Arnold’s Way). The site is partially shielded by the
tree belt from the south westerly prevailing wind. No significant noise is
generated from around the site, only from the road. The site is well lit and
open to the sun at all times of the year, the tree belt will only provide a level
of shading in summer evenings.
Proposed: The new pavilion has been designed with the gradient in mind,
the pavilion will be wheelchair accessible. No significant user-spaces are
located in the south-west where the wind will be most powerful, the wind
can be utilise through the building through stack ventilation (allowing
the wind the help draw hot air out of the roof lights). As the pavilion is
isolated, any noise it’s activity produces will not impact local residents.
The building has been orientated to take advantage of the sun to provide
well-light spaces. The canopy of the building is on the southern side and
therefore will help stop overheating during the summer. All major windows/
doorsets on the south and eastern sides are covered by canopies to reduce
any overheating, All roof-lights face north or west.
1.8f Constraints and Opportunities
Constraints:
• Trees/green belt being retained.
• Site location between the MUGA and Arnold’s Way.
• Site Gradient.
• Possible overheating from southern elevation.
Opportunities:
• Light Bright Spaces.
• Large space for new facilities.
• Existing footprint to be replaced.
• No noise nearby
• Existing Car Parking

1.8g Conservation and Heritage
- Site sits outside of any Conservation area.
Prevailing wind draws
air out of roof-lights

1.8h Party Wall Act 1996.
- No Party Wall Issues are expected.
18i Flood Risk
The site lays within flood zone 1 and is shown as low risk on [figure 88].
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[Figure 86] Ventilation Proposal
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[Figure 88] Environment Agency Flood Map NTS
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[Figure 87] Solar Proposal
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1.8j Existing Vernacular, Urban grain and Massing
The surrounding area is predominantly semi-detached and detached 2
storey houses with significant space between the homes. Roads between the
homes are fairly wide.
The existing pavilion and former scout hut follow the low-scale massing of
the area being of simple geometric single storey construction. This massing
and urban grain is followed in the new design with a simple geometric
single storey massing and detached in the environment.
The materiality of the existing surrounding vernacular is predominantly
brick and render with some other materials being present. This is reflected
in the design with the use of brick (light grey brick to reflect the render
as well) but to distinguish the building from the suburban homes new
materiality including timber cladding and metal clad roofing has been
proposed.
1.9 Evaluation of Survey Information and Reports
General Site Restrictions
- Trees/Vegetation
- Gradient
- MUGA Location
- Existing pavilion and Former Scout Hut to be demolished
- Pedestrian and Vehicular access at present
Utilities and Services
- No known Gas Mains (Investigations TBC)
- Electricity LV and HV under road and HV along bridle way to west of site.
- Water Main location/s TBC.
- Surface Sewer location/s TBC.
Ground Investigations Soils Report
- A Ground Invesitgations has been carried out, it preliminary indicates that
a soakaway surface water and normal pad/trench foundations are possible.
Arboricultural Impact Survey
- An Arboricultural Impact Survey has not yet been carried out. We only
intend to remove 3 small trees which are currently between the pavilion and
former scout hut.
Asbestos Refurbishment and Demolition Survey
- Asbestos Refurbishment and Demolition Survey has been conducted, this
is included as an appendix to the report. It has found significant asbestos
throughout both buildings. These will be removed by a licensed contractor
during demolition.
[Figure 89-104] Building’s on surrounding streets
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Ecology Survey
- An ecology survey and report was conducted during for the initial
planning application is 2019. This is attached as an appendix to this design
and access statement. This report did not indicate any significant issues
with ecology. The main things which came up were ensuring a drainage
design would control surface water (we anticipate this to be a condition for
the planning application/a building control issue). and ensuring the green
corridor is enhanced/retained.
- A Bat survey was undertaken in the late summer of 2020. It found that
the site and existing pavilion have low risk of housing bats. The new
building will feature new bat box and swift boxes to encourage nature and
biodiversity.
-A designated green corridor area will be enclosed with animal-friendly
fencing to the west of the new building to retain the biodiversity rich area of
trees and vegetation next to the former scout hut. During construction, the
green corridor area will be heras fenced off to protect the biodiverse area.
Our proposes show indicative planting. This will be confirmed with further
input from the community but it will feature predominantly native and
wildlife friendly species.

[Figure 105] Existing vegetation and Trees around Former Scout Hut

- In accordance with paragraphs 170 and 175 of the NPPF it recommended
that any new planting comprises predominantly native and wildlife-friendly
species, and, that bird and bat boxes or bricks are installed on the new
building.
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1.10 Brief and User Occupancy
The North Hinksey Parish Council’s brief for the new building has not
changed significantly since the previous application in 2019. Though
after consultation and a cost plan was attained from a quantity surveyor
through 2022 some design changes have occurred. As the original planning
application’s building was designed with the expectation that the 4th
Oxford Scouts would be the primary user of the building, but now as the
scout group are no longer involved the provision of halls/spaces has been
reduced to the main hall and a smaller small hall. The layout has been
configured for a variety of uses and allows for separation of spaces to be
used separately or together. The changing rooms has been re-designed to
be accessible from the main pavilion lobby and accessible from outside so
they can be used by users in the main hall or be used separately from the
rest of the pavilion. The changing rooms have been designed in accordance
with Sports England guidance.
The design has been reviewed in line with up-to-date understandings of the
building regulations and sustainability whilst keeping cost and affordability
in mind. The general layout and materiality has not changed significantly
but the roof form and massing has been altered to provide a more
contemporary design.
The main hall will have a occupancy capacity of 97 people providing for
large events to be held. The small hall will provide capacity for 30 people,
providing for smaller events, the 2 changing rooms will have capacity for 16
people per changing room (with 4 showers each).
[Figure 106] Pop-Up Cafe Event at existing pavilion (Source: Louie Memorial Pavilion Facebook Group)

The current pavilion and former scout hut are not well used due to there
condition. The pavilion is currently used for community cafe events and
other occasional events. The sports fields and MUGA are well used by
football teams (inc. Women’s and youth teams) and other leisure activities.
The proposed uses of the proposed building include:
• Changing rooms for current football teams and other sports clubs
which may want to use the MUGA or main hall.
• Youth groups (Youth group previously used the pavilion)
• Possible use by Scouting or similar groups
• Summer Community cafes
• Community events such as the Botley Fete.
• Private events such as Birthday Parties etc.
• Art classes or similar events
• Indoor Sport Classes such as Martial Arts
• Social Care such as older people clubs or maternity classes/groups.
Proposed uses will be complementary to the Seacourt Hall in Central
Botley, but provide facilities for other activities and for residents who
cannot walk back up all of the steep hill from Seacourt Hall.
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